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How much is the train from Madrid to Granada?
The train tickets from Madrid - Granada cost from 13 € if you buy them in advance, but they can
be more expensive if you buy them on the same day of the trip. Prices can vary depending on
the class, schedule and date of travel. An average on the AVE could be about 65 Euros.
Round-trip ticket
This offer is aimed at people travelling back and forth, maintaining the same
same stations of origin
and destination within a maximum period of one calendar year, including the date of purchase
of the ticket.
The discount will be 20% on the General/Base fare applied to each trip, being able to combine
services AVE, Long Distance, Avant
Avant and Half Distance Conventional, in all classes and
squares.

The discount will not be cumulative to others, except the derivative of being holder of a large
Family and in those others that specifically indicate it in their conditions.
The return journey must be completed at the time of purchase of the outward ticket, but may be
changed later.
Loss of train
In case of loss of the trains AVE and Long Distance, for reasons not imputable to Renfe, and for
those customers who show up with a maximum limit of 30 minutes (to count from the planned
time of departure of the train), at the station of origin of the journey, you will be offered the
possibility to travel on the next train with free places in the conditions that Renfe determines. No
charge to the customer as long as you travel in identical or lower class than the original ticket.

From Barcelona to Granada

Diario= All Days
S y D= Saturday and Sundays

From Granada to Barcelona

